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Some essential features of the executive power in a de-
mocratic republic:



� elected into o¢ ce, and faces threat of non reelection
given the availability of competing candidates

� discretion to use public resources within limits de-
�ned by other powers, laws, and constitution

� elections are spaced in time�so discretion is exercised
within tenure period

� relationship with voters is characterized as an "in-
complete contract" because of unobservability/unveri�ability
of states of nature,

so questions arise...



Questions:

� are elections too blunt an instrument of control?

� would we need to use other instruments also (wages,
checks and balances, separation of powers...)

� does timing of elections matter?

� would better information on prevailing states of na-
ture bene�t voters? (so perhaps quality of journalism
matters for the quality of a democracy?)

We use a simple model to investigate these questions,
building on Barro (1973) and Ferejohn (1986).



1 Rents from power: the simplest
model (Barro 1973)

Players: citizens and competitive supply of politicians.

All live inde�nitely. There are elections every period. Per-
petual reelection allowed. Throughout we assume all cit-
izens:

* have no ideological or income di¤erences,

* can coordinate on the same voting strategy to try to
discipline the executive,

so in e¤ect we have a single citizen.

Citizen derives per period utility u = u(g), g is provision
of a public good. Also, g = 1�x, where 1 is public bud-
get and x represents rents appropriated by the politician
(either directly stolen from budget, or wasted through a
lack of e¤ort of politician, or directed by him to special
interests, perhaps as overpayment of factors). Suppose
u is identity function, so u = 1� x.



Politician in power gets per period utility v = x, and zero
when out of power.

Politician in power has discretion to steal whole budget
($1). This limit presumably a¤ected by institutional fac-
tors.

Timing: 1. Politician is elected. 2. Voter commits to
reelection rule. 3. Politician chooses x. 4. Voter decides
whether to reelect or not according to rule.

Question: what�s the citizen�s best voting strategy to
discipline politician and minimize fraction of budget stolen?

Voter will choose a retrospective voting rule specifying
reelection (or not) depending on (current period) incum-
bent performance.



Suppose voter states that, for every period, the following
holds,

"I will not reelect you unless x = �x = 0."

Incumbent will compare payo¤ from complying : 0 + �V
(V is net present value of payo¤ from period 2 onwards,)

against payo¤ from acting unconstrained : 1.

But as in the future �x = 0, V is either zero, if always
complying, or at most 1, if incumbent maximizes payo¤
by stealing everything in period 2 and losing o¢ ce.

So [payo¤ from stealing all now] = 1 > [payo¤ from
stealing all tomorrow] = �1 > [payo¤ of never stealing
anything]= 0.

So e¤ect of having too stringent a voting rule is the total
absence of control. Every period a new incumbent comes
in and steals everything!!! They all get punished in the
election, but electorate gets u = 0 every period.



Suppose now voter states that, for every period,

"I will reelect you even if x = �x = 1."

This allows incumbent to stay in power for ever, stealing
everything, also yielding U = 0 every period to voter.

So voter would clearly like to choose some interior cuto¤
level �x 2 (0; 1).

If level �x is too low, then incumbent will steal 1 now
and lose o¢ ce. If too high, incumbent will steal a lot
and still retain o¢ ce. So voter wants to choose �x as low
as possible while not inducing him to steal 1 now and
lose o¢ ce. That level �x will make incumbent indi¤erent
between complying (yielding �x+ �V ), and not, (yielding
1).



Problem in period 2 and onwards is identical. So value
of the game for incumbent is

V =

(
�x+ �V; if behaving in �rst term
1; if stealing all in �rst term.

We now deduce �x: Elector wants to set �x to make in-
cumbent indi¤erent between obtaining V = �x+ �V and
1, so V = �x + �V = 1 ) V = 1. Hence, incumbent�s
indi¤erence condition for period 1 is �x+�1 = 1, �x� =
1� �.

Alternative reasoning: V = �x + �V ) V = �x
1�� ; and

V = 1; so stealing permitted amount for ever must be
equal to stealing all now: 1 = �x

1�� , �x� = 1� �.

Incumbent steals �x� every period and gets reelected. NPV
is �x�
1�� = 1.

Voter gets u = 1� �x� = � every period, so NPV= �
1�� .



Observations

� Even with competition among politicians and perfect
voter coordination, incumbent earns rents in equilib-
rium. NPV of rents = amount of resources under his
discretion per period.

� Per period rents depend on discount factor (so tenure
length could matter?).

� Role of wages?



1.1 Can wage policy reduce power rents?

Suppose incumbent makes x+w when in power, vs zero
when not.

We now have,

V =

(
�x+ w + �V; if behaving in �rst term
1 + w; if stealing all in �rst term.

Optimal �x should satisfy indi¤erence condition:

V = �x+ w + �V = 1 + w )
V =

�x+ w

1� �
= 1 + w;

Hence,

�x+ w = 1� � + w (1� �)) �x� = 1� � � �w:

So wage can be used to deter rent appropriation. But is
it worth to voter if he is the tax-payer �nancing public
wage?



� In equilibrium, incumbent gets

�x� + w = 1� � � �w + w = (1� �)(1 + w);

and reelection every period. So NPV is 1 + w.

� Voter gets

1� �x��w = 1�(1����w)�w = ��w(1��):

So NPV is �
1�� � w;

which is lower than when not using wages! Reason: w
is after all paid for entirely by the voter/tax-payer, and
�rst wage is in politician�s pocket for sure. Paying above
market wages worsens the problem.



1.1.1 Appealing to the politician�s basic instinct

Now suppose that wage is not just salary but includes
also other forms of remuneration to politician that are
not costly to voter: honors, pomp, and other ego-pleasing
elements.

Suppose fraction � of wage is composed by ego elements,
so e¤ective cost of wage w to voter is (1� �)w.

Then voter gets per period payo¤:

1��x��(1��)w = 1�(1����w)�(1��)w = ��w(1����):

So NPV is �
1�� � w

(1����)
1�� :

So if � = 1��, NPV is as without wage. But if � > 1��
then raising w saves tax-payer money. Cult of personality
may lower your taxes!



1.2 E¤ects of tenure length/frequency of

election on power rents

Suppose elections are held every n periods (n is any ra-
tional number). Budget allocated to each political tenure
period (not time period) is 1. Then optimal �x must sat-
isfy,

V = �x+ �nV = 1) V =
�x

1� �n
= 1

�x� = 1� �n:

So the higher the number of time periods between elec-
tions, the higher the rents appropriated in equilibrium.

Note if n ! 1 (no elections, or e¤ective dictatorship)
the whole budget is appropriated.

If n ! 0 (elections held in�nitely often), no part of the
budget is appropriated.



So the fact that elections are spread out in time in real life
indicates that there is positive room for abuse of power
even when democracy can be de�ned as a highly com-
petitive system.



Are these mechanisms plausible?

Do politicians internalize time structure?

Dal Bó and Rossi (2008) on �Term Length and Political
Peformance�

2 natural experiments in Argentine legislature where term
length was assigned randomly

House: 1983

Senate: 2001



House: Some legislators got 2 year terms, some got 4
year terms

Finding: Legislators in 4 year track scored higher along 6
di¤erent metrics of legislative performance

Senate: Senators got 2, 4, or 6 year terms, again ran-
domly

Finding: Performance increasing in term length

These �ndings go against theory that more frequent elec-
tions reduce discretion and shirking, and suggest the op-
posite: legislators shirk when term length is short

But empirical �ndings perhaps due to shorter term legis-
lators being busy campaigning, and not to e¤ects of time
horizon?



Two �ndings suggest time horizon drives result that longer
terms increase performance:

* Performance in 6 year track higher than 4 year track
during �rst two years of term, when nobody is campaign-
ing, ruling out campaigning as a factor

* If time horizon is what matters, e¤ects should be strong
for legislators in unsafe seats, but disappear for legislators
with safe seats (time horizon is in�nity for them with
either term length)

Data from the House corroborates this conjecture

So politicians internalize time horizon but e¤ects are op-
posite to those predicted. What�s missing in the theory?

Political e¤ort may yield returns that are distant in time,
so longer terms encourage e¤ort in net terms



2 Power rents: a slightly more com-

plicated model (Ferejohn 1986)

2.1 Benchmark: full information

Now suppose that u =public good provision is given by
ut = g = �t(1� xt):

Productivity parameter �t independently drawn every pe-
riod from distribution F (�), with associated density f(�).
Suppose � 2 [0; �̂], and E� = 1, so in expectation g
function is as before.

Crucial assumption: voter observes �t each period. So
by observing his own utility and state �t voter can learn
amount xt of political theft.



For whatever �t is, voter always wants to minimize budget
diversion by politician. Given a state �0, the minimum
theft �xt must satisfy politician�s indi¤erence condition

Vt = �xt + �Vt+1 = 1

i.e. the same as in previous model with � = 1, so voter
can induce diversion �x� = 1� � by committing to voting
rule:

�Reelect i¤ u(�t) � �t(1� �x�t )�

Per period payo¤ to politician is (as before) �x� = 1� �
and

NPV politician�s payo¤= 1: (1)



Per period payo¤ to voter is �t(1� �x�) = �t�.

NPV voter�s payo¤= E
1X
i=0

�i�� =
�E�

1� �
=

�

(1� �)
:

(2)
So no loss relative to when there was no variation in �,
as long as � is observable.



2.2 Rents from power and asymmetric in-

formation

Suppose voter now cannot observe �. Thus reelection
cannot be made contingent on the state of nature. It
can only be made contingent on some utility level �u.

This is, reelection rule is of the form: "Reelect i¤ ut �
�ut."

As ut = �t(1� xt), given a state �t to obtain reelection
politician needs to generate voter utility �ut by diverting
amount �xt such that: �ut = �t(1 � �xt), i.e. �x(�t) =
1� �ut

�t
.



Thus, in good states (high �) politician can obtain reelec-
tion while stealing a large x, but in bad states (low �)
gaining reelection requires stealing very little x. Politician
will seek reelection i¤:

�x(�t) + �EV (�) � 1)

1� �ut

�t
+ �EV (�) � 1) �ut

�t
� �EV (�))

�t � �ut

�EV (�)
� ��t. (3)



Last equation says that, given reelection rule contingent
on �ut, politician only seeks reelection if state is good
enough. The higher �ut, the more utility the voter gets
when the politician seeks reelection, but the lower the
chance that the state will be good enough for him not to
choose to steal everything now. How demanding should
then the voter make the reelection rule?

Voter chooses sequence of cuto¤s f�utg1t=0 to maximize,

U =
1X
t=0

�t�utPr
�
�t � ��t

�
=

1X
t=0

�t�ut

"
1� F

 
�ut

�EV (�)

!#
:

An optimal retrospective rule must satisfy the FOC,

1� F [ �ut

�EV (�)
]� f( �ut

�EV (�)
)

�ut

�EV (�)
= 0;

yielding,



Proposition 1: An optimal retrospective voting rule sat-
is�es,

�ut =
1� F [��t]
f [��t]

�EV (�): (4)

Substituting (4) into (3), we get

��t � �ut

�EV (�)
=
1� F [��t]
f [��t]

��
�
t =

1� F [���t ]
f [��

�
t ]

: (5)

This equation clearly characterizes implicitly a single so-

lution ���t whenever
1�F [��t]
f [��t]

is decreasing in ��t.

Proposition 2: If 1�F [�]
f [�]

is a monotone decreasing func-

tion, then there is a solution ���t that is independent of �
and t. Thus, optimal voting rule is stationary.



Proposition 2 implies that voter�s optimal strategy is to
promise reelection i¤ u � �u� that is independent of t,
i.e., cuto¤s are constant

QUESTION: Is voter worse o¤ relative to when he could
observe �?

To make calculations simple, assume F is uniform distri-
bution and �̂ = 2. Now we take two steps.

Step 1�Calculate cuto¤ value ���

Note ��� = �u�
�EV (�)

, so equation (5) is:

��
�
=

1� F [���]
f [��

�
]

=
1� ��

�

�̂
1
�̂

= �̂ � ��� = 2� ��� )

) ��
�
= 1:



So politician seeks reelection only when � � 1 (i.e. 50%
of the time).

Step 2�Calculate expected payo¤s to politician and voter.

EV (�) = 1:F (��
�
) +

Z �̂
��
�[�x

�(�) + �EV (�)]f(�)d� =

= F (��
�
) +

Z �̂
��
�(1�

�u�

�
)
1

�̂
d� + �EV (�)[1� F (���)] =

=
1

2
+
Z �̂
��
�(1�

�u�

�
)
1

�̂
d� +

�EV (�)

2
)

EV (�)[1� �

2
] =

1

2
+
1

�̂

Z �̂
��
� d� �

1

�̂

Z �̂
��
�
�u�

�
d� =

=
1

2
+
(�̂ � ���)

�̂
� 1
�̂
�u�[ln(�̂)� ln(���)] =

= 1� �u� ln(2)
2

=

[note again ��� =
�u�

�EV (�)
] = 1� ����EV (�)ln(2)

2
=

= 1� �EV (�)ln(2)
2
;



implying,

EV (�)[1� �

2
+
�

2
ln(2)] = 1)

) EV (�)unobs � =
1

1� �
2[1� ln(2)]

:

Now note that 1
1��2[1�ln(2)]

> 1(=NPV politician�s rents

when � observable; see (1)).

So politician is able to steal more when state � is unob-
servable.

NPV of payo¤ to voter is,

�u� = ����EV (�) =
�

1� �
2[1� ln(2)]

And note �
1��2[1�ln(2)]

< �
1��(= NPV voter�s payo¤

when � observable; see (2)).



� Implication: voters would be ready to pay to have a
journalist broadcasting information on �. Politician
would pay to shut journalist up.

� Perhaps this model could serve to investigate the
role of freedom of speech and media involvement in
political life?


